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ABSTRACT
Transfer in reinforcement learning (TiRL) is a challenging research problem. Agents are still preprogrammed for specific tasks or can only transfer knowledge under limited circumstances. To quicken the learning process, people, who are extremely adaptable, may be able to provide feedback to guide the agent. This requires an interpretable medium for transfer that both the human and agent can understand. In this work, we propose a transfer medium based on object mappings between tasks. We conduct human subject experiments to test whether people are able to effectively use these mappings in the form of advice to play video games. Preliminary results show that good mappings improve people’s transfer performance on some games, but can hurt people when they misunderstand. The potential interpretability benefits of using an object-based representation for TiRL can guide the development of more interpretable transfer learning algorithms for agents.

1. INTRODUCTION
Robots acting in the real world must adapt to new situations and environments. The process of generalizing previously learned knowledge from one or more source tasks to a new target task is known as transfer learning. Transfer in reinforcement learning (TiRL) [1, 2] is challenging for robots, but people are very adaptable and can easily detect similarities between various situations. If a robot could use human feedback to help the transfer process, it could learn new tasks much faster. This, however, requires the robot to express its knowledge in an interpretable way so that humans can understand and accordingly help.

Prior works in cognitive science [3, 4] have indicated the importance of objects in human cognition and have shown that even infants are able to understand the concept of objects. This has inspired much work on object-based representations for transfer in RL [5, 6, 7] to help speed up learning in a task. Based on these works, we hypothesize that objects can be an interpretable medium to relate two similar tasks. We define “interpretability” as communication of an agent’s reasoning for decision-making to improve human understanding of the learning process. We assess interpretability by measuring subjective perception of the information provided as well as objective task performance when a person uses this information to perform a task.

In this work, we propose a transfer framework that provides mappings between objects in a target task and objects in a source task. Our hypothesis is that by providing relationships between objects, the framework can communicate interpretable information useful for transfer. We conduct human experiments to assess whether this framework is interpretable to people. We present preliminary results and insights from these experiments, which will guide future work in developing more interpretable RL transfer algorithms.

2. RELATED WORK
Many works [8, 9, 10, 11] have studied human feedback in agent learning. Similar to our goal, these methods aim to bridge the gap between people and agents, but they do not focus on the transfer process. On the other hand, TiRL [2] has been explored in many applications such as games [7, 12] and robotics [13], but there is limited work on assessing the interpretability of these approaches.

One transfer approach [14] uses task-level descriptors to perform zero-shot transfer in a target task without any training data. Another work [15] develops an algorithm to use advice from multiple teachers to aid an agent in transfer. Results show that theoretically, good teachers help, while bad teachers hinder performance. Some works [16, 17] have assessed the benefits and drawbacks of transferring knowledge from a learned neural network to a range of target tasks. Another method [18] trains a large policy network to learn many tasks through the use of several expert networks. This single network is able to learn new games more quickly with no other guidance. However, these deep learning approaches are limited in that they do not explicitly give information about the learning in the hidden layers of the network. Thus, they cannot be directly used in human-in-the-loop systems.

A recent work [19] aims to combine the advantages of both deep networks and symbolic reasoning. They propose an end-to-end framework that generates symbols from raw game pixels, finds relationships between objects, and learns a Q-network for each pair of object types. They evaluate the transfer capability of their approach but do not explicitly address interpretability of the transferred knowledge.

3. TRANSFER EXPERIMENT
We propose a medium for transfer across tasks based on object mappings that we hypothesize will be interpretable to people. We consider a transfer scenario that has a source task $T_{S}$ with a set of object classes $C_{S} = \{c_{1}, ..., c_{m}\}$ and
a target task $T_T$ with object classes $C_T = \{c_1, ..., c_n\}$. An object class represents objects with similar behavior (e.g., bullets). We define an object mapping between the tasks as $C_T \rightarrow C_S \cup \{c_{\text{new}}\}$, where $c_{\text{new}}$ is a new object class. A “good” mapping would specify the most similar source object class for each object class in the target task, or if none were similar, the target object class would be mapped to $c_{\text{new}}$.

We conducted a human subject experiment with 12 participants to assess whether our object mapping medium, as a form of advice, would help people transfer knowledge across tasks. Each participant played three pairs of games, where each pair was a transfer scenario with a source game and a target game. The games were chosen based on pilot experiments such that they have some object similarities but have enough differences to make the transfer task hard for people.

For each game pair, participants played the source game up to 10 times, received one of three advice conditions (G-good, B-bad, or N-no mapping), and then played the target game up to 10 times. Each participant saw all advice conditions. We used a Graeco-Latin square design [20] to balance the ordering of advice and game. For example, participant 1 received the ordering B1, G2, N3, where letters specify the advice condition, and numbers specify the game condition; and participant 2 received G3, N1, B2. Participants filled out a questionnaire after the source game, after receiving advice, and after the target game. The questionnaires were used to assess subjective perception of task performance and the usefulness of the mappings. The objective metric was performance on each target game, and the subjective measures were Likert-scale responses from the questionnaires.

Good advice was an object mapping relating objects with similar behavior, and bad advice was an object mapping intended to confuse the participant in playing the new game. For example, good advice would map two objects that you should avoid, while bad advice would map an object that you should retrieve with an object that you should avoid.

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We first analyzed our subjective measures. We ran the Mann-Whitney U test comparing good vs. bad advice, good vs. no advice, and bad vs. no advice. We found that people who were presented with good advice agreed statistically significantly stronger that the advice helped them play the new game ($p = 0.004$) than people who got bad advice. Participants also agreed that they learned the target game more quickly with good advice than with bad ($p = 0.034$). Another very interesting trend was that participants rated the pair of games to be more similar when given good advice than when given bad ($p = 0.084$). This means that by presenting a mapping that highlights the similarities between two tasks, people perceived the tasks to be more similar than when presented with an intentionally bad mapping.

While we saw intuitive results in the subjective measures, we observed different trends in the objective metric (i.e., game scores). We considered each game pair separately as the performance across games varied. The figure above shows the learning curve for each game, where each line averages 4 participants’ learning curves over the first 5 trials.

In the first game pair, participants learned more quickly with good advice than with bad or no advice. This game pair had “good” objects that needed to be retrieved and “bad” objects that needed to be avoided. This is a simple rule, so a mapping to either of these objects would clearly indicate what action to take. In the second game pair, we find that no advice does better than good and bad. Rather than having simple reactive rules, these games involved “protecting”, a vague concept. For example, the source game involved hitting (a short-distance shooting action that requires you to go one cell away from the object and shoot) flames to protect cities, and the target game involved the same hitting action towards friends to protect them from an enemy. While an agent would interpret the two hitting objects as similar, a person may assess similarity on a higher-level, such as which objects should be protected. For the final game pair, both no advice and bad advice did better than good. Similar to the previous pair, the objects in these games involved more complex rules, such as avoiding and shooting the same object. Since the mappings did not indicate what features were similar between the objects, people could relate the wrong set of features and perform worse.

5. DISCUSSION

Results from these experiments showed that people perceived good advice to be better than bad based on subjective ratings. An interesting finding was that we can shape people’s perception of task similarity. This insight can help us develop interpretable transfer learning algorithms that present information strategically to enable human understanding of the tasks in a way similar to the agent. From objective measures, we observed that object mappings can improve performance on transfer scenarios that involve simple rules. However, on tasks that involve complicated object interactions, mappings can hinder performance because they do not indicate how or why the objects map and can lead to misunderstanding. This implies the need for more informative explanations of the transfer process, rather than simple object mappings. These experiments show initial promise in using object-based representations for greater interpretability in transfer, which can inspire the development of TiRL algorithms with more interpretable representations.
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